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a b s t r a c t
Let N denote the set of all positive integers. The sum graph G+(S) of a finite subset S ⊂ N
is the graph (S, E)with uv ∈ E if and only if u+ v ∈ S. A simple graph G is said to be a sum
graph if it is isomorphic to a sum graph of some S ⊂ N . The sum number σ(G) of G is the
smallest number of isolated vertices which when added to G result in a sum graph. Let Z
denote the set of all integers. The integral sum graph G+(S) of a finite subset S ⊂ Z is the
graph (S, E)with uv ∈ E if and only if u+ v ∈ S. A simple graph G is said to be an integral
sum graph if it is isomorphic to an integral sum graph of some S ⊂ Z . The sum number
ζ (G) of G is the smallest number of isolated vertices which when added to G result in an
integral sum graph. In this paper, we prove that
σ(Kn+1 \ E(K1,r )) = ζ (Kn+1 \ E(K1,r )) =
{2n− 2, r = 1,
2n− 3, 2 ≤ r ≤ n− 1,
2n− 4, r = n.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The concept of sum graph and integral sum graph were introduced by Harary [3,4]. Let N denote the set of all positive
integers. The sum graph G+(S) of a finite subset S ⊂ N is the graph (S, E) with uv ∈ E if and only if u + v ∈ S. A simple
graph G is said to be a sum graph if it is isomorphic to the sum graph of some S ⊂ N . We say that S gives a sum labelling for
G [9]. The sum number σ(G) of G is the smallest number of isolated vertices, which result in a sum graph when added to G.
Let Z denote the set of all integers. The integral sum graph G+(S) of a finite subset S ⊂ Z is the graph (S, E)with uv ∈ E
if and only if u + v ∈ S. A simple graph G is said to be an integral sum graph if it is isomorphic to an integral sum graph
of some S ⊂ Z . The sum number ζ (G) of G is the smallest number of isolated vertices which when added to G result in an
integral sum graph. It is obvious that ζ (G) ≤ σ(G) for G.
To better understand the notions of the sum graph and the integral sum graph, we give them the equivalent definitions
[9]. For convenience, for a graph G and a positive integerm, we write Gm for G ∪ mK1. A labelling of Gm is a mapping L from
V (Gm) to N . A graph Gm is called a sum graph if there exists a labelling L such that for every pair of distinct vertices u and v
of Gm, uv ∈ E if and only if there exists w ∈ V (Gm)with L(w) = L(u)+ L(v). We say that L is a sum labelling of Gm, and L is
an optimal sum labelling ifm = σ(G). Similarly, we also get the definitions of integral sum labelling and optimal integral sum
labelling.
To simplify the notations, we may assume that the vertices of G are identified with their labelling throughout this paper.
In a labelling of the sum graph or the integral sum graph, the vertices are said to beworking whose labelling corresponds to
an edge uv.
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As we know, it is very difficult to determine ζ (G) and σ(G) in general. But for special classes of graphs, such as stars,
complete graphs and Kn \ E(Kr) with r < n, their sum numbers and integral sum numbers have still been derived, and we
list them and list some observations that will be useful to obtain our main results below.
Observation 1 ([9]). For n ≥ 5, ζ (Kn \ {e}) = σ(Kn \ {e}) = 2n− 4.
Observation 2 ([9]). For n ≥ 5 and r < n, ζ (Kn \ E(Kr)) = σ(Kn \ E(Kr)).
Observation 3 ([6]). For r ≥ 2, ζ (K1,r) = 0 < σ(K1,r) = 1.
Observation 4 ([1]). For n ≥ 4, ζ (Kn) = σ(Kn) = 2n− 3.
Observation 5 ([7]). For any non-zero integerm,m · f also gives an integral sum labelling of G.
Observation 6 ([2]). Let G be an integral sum graph, unless G = K3. Then G has at most two saturated vertices which are
adjacent to every other nodes of G.
2. Main results
Let Kn+1 \ E(K1,r) = (V , E), V = A ∪ B ∪ {c} and S = V ∪ C , where A = {a1, a2, . . . , ar}, B = {b1, b2, . . . , bn−r},
E(K1,r) = {cai : i = 1, 2, . . . , r}, C is the isolated vertex set and c is the center of the subgraph K1,r .
It is clear that Kn+1\E(K1,1) = Kn+1\{e} and Kn+1\E(K1,n) = Kn∪K1. Thus σ(Kn+1\E(K1,1)) = ζ (Kn+1\E(K1,1)) = 2n−2
[5] and σ(Kn+1 \ E(K1,n)) =ζ (Kn+1 \ E(K1,n)) = 2n− 4 [8]. In this section, we prove the sum numbers and the integral sum
numbers of the graphs Kn+1 \ E(K1,r) for all n ≥ 5 and 2 ≤ r ≤ n− 1.
Lemma 2.1. Let n ≥ 5 and 2 ≤ r ≤ n− 1. Then 0 6∈ S.
Proof. Weargue by contradiction. If 0 ∈ S, then 0 6∈ C (Otherwise, 0 ∈ C . For any vertex a ∈ V , a+0 = a ∈ S: but thus there
is an edge between a vertex a and an isolated vertex, a contradiction.). Thus, 0 ∈ V . Furthermore, 0 ∈ {b1, b2, . . . , bn−r}. So
Kn+1 \ E(K1,r) is an integral sum graph. (Otherwise, there is an isolated vertex c1 ∈ C . Since 0 + c1 = c1 ∈ S, the vertex
0 ∈ {b1, b2, . . . , bn−r} has an edge between 0 and an isolated vertex c1, but c1 ∈ C .)
Assume that V (Kn+1 \ E(K1,r)) \ {c} = {u1, u2, . . . , un}, where u1 < u2 < · · · < un and c is the center of the
subgraph K1,r . Then we obtain at least 2n − 3 numbers u1 + u2, u1 + u3, . . . , u1 + un, u2 + un, . . . , un−1 + un such
that u1 + u2 < u1 + u3 < · · · < u1 + un < u2 + un < · · · < un−1 + un, which belongs to V (Kn+1 \ E(K1,r)). But
|V (Kn+1 \ E(K1,r))| = n+ 1 6= 2n− 3 for all n ≥ 5 and 2 ≤ r ≤ n− 1, a contradiction.
Thus, Lemma 2.1 holds. 
Lemma 2.2. Let n ≥ 5 and 2 ≤ r ≤ n− 1. If there exists a vertex bi ∈ B (1 ≤ i ≤ n− r) such that c + bi ∈ C, then c + bj ∈ C
for any vertex bj ∈ B.
Proof. Let n ≥ 5 and 2 ≤ r ≤ n− 1.
For any vertex bj ∈ B \ {bi}, since c + bi ∈ C , (c + bi)+ bj = (c + bj)+ bi 6∈ S. Then c + bj ∈ C ∪ {bi}.
For 2 ≤ r ≤ n− 3, we argue by contradiction. If there exists a vertex bj1 ∈ B \ {bi} such that c + bj1 = bi then c + bl ∈ C
for any vertex bl ∈ B \ {bi, bj1}. Then bl + bi = bl + (c + bj1) = bj1 + (c + bl) ∈ S, but c + bl ∈ C and this is a contradiction.
For r = n−2, we assume that B = {b1, b2}. Then c+b1 ∈ C . We argue by contradiction. If c+b2 = b1, that is c = b1−b2,
then for any vertex ai ∈ A, ai+(c+b1) = (ai+b1)+c 6∈ S. Since c = b1−b2, we have ai+b1 6= c (otherwise, ai+b1 = b1−b2,
that is, ai + b2 = 0, but 0 6∈ S). Then ai + b1 ∈ A ∪ C . On the other hand, ai + b1 = ai + (c + b2) = (ai + b2)+ c ∈ S, then
ai + b2 = c , but n ≥ 5.
For r = n− 1, B = {b1} and obviously Lemma 2.2 holds.
Thus, Lemma 2.2 holds. 
Lemma 2.3. Let n ≥ 5 and 2 ≤ r ≤ n− 1. For any distinct vertices ai, aj ∈ A, ai + aj 6= c.
Proof. Let n ≥ 5 and 2 ≤ r ≤ n − 1. We argue by contradiction. Assume that there exist two distinct vertices as, at ∈ A
with s 6= t such that c = as + at .
(1) 3 ≤ r ≤ n− 1.
For any vertex ai ∈ A\{as, at}, c+ai = (as+at)+ai = (as+ai)+at 6∈ S and as+ai 6= c = as+at . Then as+ai ∈ C∪{at}.
Similarly, at + ai ∈ C ∪ {as}.
Firstly, we prove as + ai 6= at for any vertex ai ∈ A \ {as, at}. We argue by contradiction. If there exists a vertex
ai1 ∈ A \ {as, at} such that as + ai1 = at , then we obtain the following assertions.
For 4 ≤ r ≤ n − 1, for any vertex ai2 ∈ A \ ({as, at} ∪ {ai1}), (as + ai2) + ai1 = (as + ai1) + ai2 = at + ai2 ∈ S, but
as + ai2 ∈ C;
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For r = 3, A = {as, at , ai1}. If as + ai1 = at then at + ai1 ∈ C (Otherwise, 2ai1 = 0, which is a contradiction). For any
vertex bj ∈ B, since at + bj = (as + ai1)+ bj = as + (ai1 + bj) ∈ S, ai1 + bj ∈ A∪ B. For any vertex bj ∈ B, since at + ai1 ∈ C ,
at + (ai1 + bj) = (at + ai1)+ bj 6∈ S. Then ai1 + bj = at . Then as + ai1 = at . Thus, as = bj, which is a contradiction.
Thus, for any vertex ai ∈ A \ {as, at}, as + ai 6= at . Then as + ai ∈ C .
Similarly, for any vertex ai ∈ A \ {as, at}, at + ai ∈ C .
Secondly, we prove as + bj 6= ai for any vertices ai ∈ A \ {as} and bj ∈ B.
We argue by contradiction. Assume that there are two vertices ai′ ∈ A \ {as} and bj′ ∈ B such that as + bj′ = ai′ . For
4 ≤ r ≤ n − 1 and any vertex ak ∈ A \ ({ai′} ∪ {as, at}), ai′ + ak = (as + bj′) + ak = (as + ak) + bj′ ∈ S, but as + ak ∈ C .
For r = 3 and any vertex ai′ ∈ A \ {as, at}, (at + ai′)+ bj′ = (at + bj′)+ ai′ 6∈ S, so at + bj′ ∈ C ∪ {ai′}. If as + bj′ = ai′ then
at + bj′ ∈ C . So (at + bj′)+ as = at + (as + bj′) = at + ai′ ∈ S, but at + bj′ ∈ C .
Thus, for any vertices ai ∈ A \ {as} and bj ∈ B, as + bj 6= ai.
Finally, for any vertices ai ∈ A\{as} and bj ∈ B, (as+ai)+bj = (as+bj)+ai 6∈ S. As as+bj 6= c = as+at and as+bj 6= ai
(Otherwise, for 4 ≤ r ≤ n − 1 and any vertex ak ∈ A \ ({ai} ∪ {as, at}), ai + ak = (as + bj) + ak = (as + ak) + bj ∈ S,
but as + ak ∈ C; for r = 3 and any vertex ai ∈ A \ {as, at}, since (at + ai) + bj = (at + bj) + ai 6∈ S, at + bj ∈ C ∪ {ai}. If
as+ bj = ai, then at + bj ∈ C . So (at + bj)+ as = at + (as+ bj) = at + ai ∈ S, but at + bj ∈ C), we deduce as+ bj ∈ C ∪ {c}.
On the other hand, for any vertex bj ∈ B, since c + bj = (as + at)+ bj = (as + bj)+ at ∈ S, as + bj 6∈ C ∪ {c}, contradicting
each other.
(2) r = 2.
For r = 2, c = a1+ a2. For any vertex bl ∈ B, since c+ bl = (a1+ a2)+ bl = (a1+ bl)+ a2 ∈ S, a1+ bl ∈ A∪B. Similarly,
a2 + bl ∈ A ∪ B. Since c = a1 + a2, c + bl 6∈ A (otherwise, 0 ∈ S, a contradiction). Then c + bl ∈ B ∪ C .
Now, we will show that c + bl 6∈ C for any bl ∈ B.
We argue by contradiction. If there exists a vertex bl1 ∈ B such that c+ bl1 ∈ C , then by Lemma 2.2, for any vertex bl ∈ B,
c+ bl ∈ C . Since (c+ bl)+ ai = c+ (ai+ bl) 6∈ S and ai+ bl 6= c = a1+ a2, ai+ bl ∈ A∪ C for any vertex ai ∈ A = {a1, a2}.
As r = 2, we assume that A = {ai1 , ai2}. If there exist two distinct vertices ai1 ∈ A and bi1 ∈ B such that ai1 + bl1 ∈ A,
i.e., ai1 + bl1 = ai2 , then ai1 + bl2 ∈ C for any vertex bl2 ∈ B \ {bl1}. So ai2 + bl2 = (ai1 + bl1)+ bl2 = (ai1 + bl2)+ bl1 ∈ S,
but ai1 + bl2 ∈ C . Then for any vertices ai ∈ A = {a1, a2} and bl ∈ B, ai + bl ∈ C , but ai + bl ∈ A ∪ B.
Thus, for any vertex bl ∈ B, c + bl ∈ B.
Let B+ c = {bl + c : bl ∈ B}. Thus, B is equal to B+ c , but this is impossible as c 6= 0.
Thus, Lemma 2.3 holds. 
Lemma 2.4. Let n ≥ 5 and 2 ≤ r ≤ n − 2. If there exist two distinct vertices bs, bt ∈ B such that bs + bt = c, then for any
vertex ai ∈ A, bs + ai ∈ C and bt + ai ∈ C.
Proof. Let n ≥ 5 and 2 ≤ r ≤ n− 2.
For any vertex ai ∈ A, since c + ai = (bs+ bt)+ ai = (bs+ ai)+ bt 6∈ S, bs+ ai ∈ C ∪ {bt}. If there exists a vertex ai1 ∈ A
such that bs + ai1 = bt , then for any vertex ai2 ∈ A \ {ai1} (because 2 ≤ r ≤ n − 2, there is at least one such vertex ai2 ),
(bs + ai2)+ ai1 = (bs + ai1)+ ai2 = bt + ai2 ∈ S, but bs + ai2 ∈ C . So bs + ai ∈ C for any vertex ai ∈ A.
Similarly, bt + ai ∈ C for any vertex ai ∈ A.
Thus, Lemma 2.4 holds. 
Lemma 2.5. Let n ≥ 5 and 2 ≤ r ≤ n− 3. For any distinct vertices bi, bj ∈ B, bi + bj 6= c.
Proof. Let n ≥ 5 and 2 ≤ r ≤ n − 3. We argue by contradiction. If there exist two distinct vertices bs, bt ∈ B such that
bs+bt = c . For any vertex ai ∈ A, by Lemma2.4, bs+ai ∈ C . Thus, for any vertex bj ∈ B\{bs}, (bs+ai)+bj = (bs+bj)+ai 6∈ S.
Then bs + bj ∈ C ∪ {c} ∪ {ai}. Similarly, bt + bk ∈ C ∪ {c} ∪ {ai} for any vertex bk ∈ B \ {bt}.
On the other hand, for any vertex bj ∈ B \ {bs, bt}, since c + bj = (bs + bt)+ bj = (bs + bj)+ bt ∈ S, bs + bj 6∈ C ∪ {c}.
Thus, bs + bj = ai.
For 2 ≤ r ≤ n− 4, obviously, it is a contradiction.
For r = n− 3, let B = {bs, bt , bl}. From the above, bs + bl = ai and bt + bl = ai. Then bs = bt , which is a contradiction.
Thus, Lemma 2.5 holds. 
Lemma 2.6. Let n ≥ 5 and 2 ≤ r ≤ n − 1. If there exist two distinct vertices as ∈ A and bt ∈ B such that as + bt = c, then
as + al ∈ C and al + bt ∈ C for any vertex al ∈ A \ {as}.
Proof. Let n ≥ 5 and 2 ≤ r ≤ n− 1. Assume that as + bt = c , where as ∈ A and bt ∈ B.
For any vertex al ∈ A \ {as}, since c + al = (as + bt)+ al = (as + al)+ bt 6∈ S, as + al ∈ C ∪ {bt}.
For any vertex al ∈ A \ {as}, since c+ al = (as+ bt)+ al = as+ (al+ bt) 6∈ S and al+ bt 6= c = as+ bt , al+ bt ∈ C ∪{as}.
(1) 3 ≤ r ≤ n− 1.
We argue by contradiction. If there exists a vertex al1 ∈ A \ {as} such that as + al1 = bt , then for any vertex al2 ∈
A\({as}∪{al1}) (since 3 ≤ r ≤ n−1, there exists at least such one vertex al2 ), (as+al2)+al1 = (as+al1)+al2 = bt+al2 ∈ S,
but as + al2 ∈ C . Thus, for any vertex al ∈ A \ {as}, as + al ∈ C .
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The other part is also proved by contradiction. If there exists a vertex a′l1 ∈ A \ {as} such that a′l1 + bt = as, then for any
vertex a′l2 ∈ A \ ({as} ∪ {a′l1}) (since r ≥ 3), as + a′l2 = (a′l1 + bt)+ a′l2 = a′l1 + (bt + a′l2) ∈ S, but a′l2 + bt ∈ C . Thus, for any
vertex al ∈ A \ {as}, al + bt ∈ C .
(2) r = 2. Let A = {as, al}.
We argue by contradiction. Assume that as + al = bt .
(2.1) For any vertex bl ∈ B\{bt}, {as+bl, al+bl, c+bl} ⊆ S. Since bt+bl = (as+al)+bl = as+(al+bl) = (as+bl)+al ∈ S,
al + bl ∈ {as} ∪ B and as + bl ∈ {al} ∪ B.
If al+bl = as, then as+bl 6= al. If not, then 2bl = 0 (just because al+bl = as). So as+bl ∈ B, that is, {as+bl : bl ∈ B\{bt}},
which is impossible.
(2.2) For any vertex al ∈ A \ {as}, c + al = (as + bt)+ al = as + (al + bt) 6∈ S. Since al + bt 6= c , al + bt ∈ {as} ∪ C .
If al + bt = as, then for any vertex bi ∈ B \ {bt}, as + bi = (al + bt) + bi = al + (bt + bi) ∈ S. So bt + bi ∈ B, that is,
{bt + bi : bi ∈ B \ {bt}}, which is impossible.
Thus, Lemma 2.6 holds. 
Lemma 2.7. Let n ≥ 5 and 2 ≤ r ≤ n− 1. If there exist two vertices as ∈ A and bt ∈ B such that as + bt = c, then c + bl ∈ C
for any vertex bl ∈ B.
Proof. Let n ≥ 5 and 2 ≤ r ≤ n − 1. Assume that as + bt = c with as ∈ A and bt ∈ B. For any vertex al ∈ A \ {as}, by
Lemma 2.6, al + bt ∈ C .
If there exists a vertex a ∈ A ∪ B such that c + bt = a, then for any vertex al ∈ A \ {a}, since a + al = (c + bt) + al =
c + (al + bt) ∈ S, al + bt 6∈ C , but al + bt ∈ C . Thus, c + bt ∈ C . Therefore, by Lemma 2.2, c + bl ∈ C for any vertex bl ∈ B.
Thus, Lemma 2.7 holds. 
Lemma 2.8. Let n ≥ 5 and 2 ≤ r ≤ n − 2. If there exist two vertices as ∈ A and bt ∈ B such that as + bt = c, then for any
vertex bl ∈ B \ {bt},
(1) as + bl ∈ A ∪ B;
(2) bt + bl ∈ A ∪ B.
Proof. Let n ≥ 5 and 2 ≤ r ≤ n− 2.
(1) For any vertex bl ∈ B\ {bt}, since c+bl = (as+bt)+bl = (as+bl)+bt ∈ S and as+bl 6= c = as+bt , as+bl ∈ A∪B.
(2) For any vertex bl ∈ B \ {bt}, since c + bl = (as + bt)+ bl = as + (bt + bl) ∈ S, bt + bl ∈ A ∪ B.
Thus, Lemma 2.8 holds. 
Lemma 2.9. Let n ≥ 5 and 2 ≤ r ≤ n− 2. If there exist two vertices as ∈ A and bt ∈ B such that as + bt ∈ C, then as + bl ∈ C
for any vertex bl ∈ B.
Proof. Let n ≥ 5 and 2 ≤ r ≤ n− 2. For any vertex bl ∈ B \ {bt}, since as+ bt ∈ C , (as+ bt)+ bl = (as+ bl)+ bt 6∈ S. Thus,
as + bl ∈ C ∪ {bt}.
If there exists a vertex bl1 ∈ B \ {bt} such that as + bl1 = bt , then we can consider the assertions as follows.
For 1 ≤ r ≤ n− 3, as + bl2 ∈ C for any vertex bl2 ∈ B \ {bt , bl1}. So bl2 + bt = bl2 + (as + bl1) = bl1 + (as + bl2) ∈ S, but
as + bl2 ∈ C .
For r = n− 2, B = {bt , bl1}.
Firstly, we show that as + ak ∈ C for any vertex ak ∈ A \ {as}.
In fact, for any vertex ak ∈ A \ {as}, (as + bt)+ ak = (as + ak)+ bt 6∈ S, then as + ak ∈ C ∪ {bt}. So there exists at most
one vertex ak such that as + ak = bt and denoted by ak1 . And then as + ak2 ∈ C for any vertex ak2 ∈ A \ ({ak1} ∪ {as}). So
(as + ak2)+ bl1 = (as + bl1)+ ak2 = bt + ak2 ∈ S, but as + ak2 ∈ C .
Secondly, for any vertex ak ∈ A \ {as}, since as+ bl1 = bt , ak+ bt = ak+ (as+ bl1) = (as+ ak)+ bl1 ∈ S, but as+ ak ∈ C .
Thus, as + bl1 ∈ C for r = n− 2.
Thus, Lemma 2.9 holds. 
Lemma 2.10. Let n ≥ 5 and 3 ≤ r ≤ n − 1. If there exist two vertices as ∈ A and bt ∈ B such that as + bt ∈ C, then for any
vertex al ∈ A \ {as},
(1) as + al ∈ C;
(2) al + bt ∈ C ∪ {c}.
Proof. Let n ≥ 5 and 3 ≤ r ≤ n− 1. Assume that as + bt ∈ C , where as ∈ A and bt ∈ B.
(1) For any vertex al ∈ A \ {as}, since as + bt ∈ C , (as + bt) + al = (as + al) + bt 6∈ S. Then as + al ∈ C ∪ {bt}. If
there exists a vertex al1 ∈ A \ {as} such that as + al1 = bt , then for 3 ≤ r ≤ n − 1 and any vertex al2 ∈ A \ ({as} ∪ {al1}),
al2 + bt = al2 + (as + al1) = (al2 + as)+ al1 ∈ S, but al2 + as ∈ C . Then as + al ∈ C .
(2) For any vertex al ∈ A \ {as}, since as+ bt ∈ C , (as+ bt)+ al = as+ (al+ bt) 6∈ S. Then al+ bt ∈ C ∪ {c} ∪ {as}. If there
exists a vertex al1 ∈ A \ {as} such that al1 + bt = as, then for 3 ≤ r ≤ n− 1, al2 + as = al2 + (al1 + bt) = (al2 + bt)+ al1 ∈ S,
but al2 + bt ∈ C ∪ {c}. Then al + bt ∈ C ∪ {c}.
Thus, Lemma 2.10 holds. 
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Lemma 2.11. Let n ≥ 5 and 2 ≤ r ≤ n− 1. If c is not a working vertex, then ζ (Kn+1 \ E(K1,r)) ≥ 2n− 3.
Proof. Let n ≥ 5 and 2 ≤ r ≤ n − 1. Without loss of generality, we may assume that V (Kn+1 \ E(K1,r)) \ {c} =
{u1, u2, u3, . . . , un}, where u1 < u2 < · · · < un and un > 0, un−1 > 0, un−2 > 0 (Otherwise, we just consider another
integral sum labelling by using (−1) · S instead of S). Since c is not a working vertex, the two inequalities un + un−1 > un
and un + un−2 > un show that un + un−1 ∈ C and un + un−2 ∈ C .
Firstly, we show that un + ui ∈ C for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n− 3}.
We argue by contradiction. If not, then there exist i ≤ n− 3 and j ≤ n such that un + ui = uj.
For j = n−1, since un+ui ∈ S and un+un−2 ∈ C , (un+un−2)+ui = (un+ui)+un−2 = uj+un−2 ∈ S, but un+un−2 ∈ C .
For j < n−1, since un+ui ∈ S and un+un−1 ∈ C , uj+un−1 = (un+ui)+un−1 = (un+un−1)+ui ∈ S, but un+un−1 ∈ C .
Thus, un + ui ∈ C for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n− 3}.
Secondly, we will prove that u1 + ui ∈ C for any i ∈ {2, 3, . . . , n− 1}.
We argue by contradiction. If not, then there exist 2 ≤ i ≤ n− 1 and 2 ≤ j ≤ n and i 6= j such that u1 + ui = uj.
If j 6= n then un + uj = un + (u1 + ui) = (un + ui)+ u1 ∈ S, but un + ui ∈ C .
If j = n, i.e., u1 + ui = un, then for any vertex ul ∈ (A∪ B) \ {u1, un}, un + ul = (u1 + ui)+ ul = (u1 + ul)+ ui ∈ S. Thus
{u1 + ul : l 6∈ {1, n}} ⊆ (A ∪ B) \ {u1}. Since u1 < u2 < · · · < un and u1 + ui = un, u1 + un−1 = un and u1 + uk = uk+1 for
any 2 ≤ k ≤ n− 1. So un + un−1 = un + (u1 + un−2) = (un + u1)+ un−2 ∈ S, but un + u1 ∈ C .
Then u1 + ui ∈ C for any i ∈ {2, 3, . . . , n− 1}.
Thus, we have obtained 2n− 3 numbers in C .
Since u1 + u2 < u1 + u3 < · · · < u1 + un < u2 + un < · · · < un−1 + un, these 2n − 3 numbers are distinct. Then
ζ (Kn+1 \ E(K1,r)) ≥ 2n− 3 if c is not a working vertex.
Thus, Lemma 2.11 holds. 
Lemma 2.12. For n ≥ 5 and 2 ≤ r ≤ n− 3, c is not a working vertex.
Proof. We argue by contradiction. Assume that c is a working vertex. By Lemmas 2.3 and 2.5, we only consider the case:
c = as + bt , where as ∈ A and bt ∈ B.
(1) r = 2.
For any vertex bl ∈ B \ {bt}, by Lemma 2.7, c + bl ∈ C . Since (c + bl)+ as = c + (as + bl) 6∈ S and as + bl 6= c = as + bt ,
as + bl ∈ C ∪ A. By Lemma 2.8, as + bl ∈ A ∪ B. Thus, as + bl ∈ A \ {as}. Thus, |A \ {as}| = 1, but n > 2.
(2) 3 ≤ r ≤ n− 3.
For any vertex ai ∈ A \ {as}, by Lemma 2.6, ai + bt ∈ C . For any vertex bl ∈ B \ {bt}, (ai + bt)+ bl = ai + (bt + bl) 6∈ S.
Since bt + bl 6= c = as + bt , bt + bl ∈ C ∪ {ai}. By Lemma 2.8, bt + bl ∈ A ∪ B. Thus, bt + bl = ai, but 3 ≤ r ≤ n− 3.
Thus, Lemma 2.12 holds. 
Lemma 2.13. For n ≥ 5 and 2 ≤ r ≤ n− 3, ζ (Kn+1 − E(K1,r)) ≥ 2n− 3.
Proof. By Lemmas 2.11 and 2.12, Lemma 2.13 holds. 
Lemma 2.14. Let n ≥ 5 and r = n− 2. For any vertices ai ∈ A and bj ∈ B, ai + bj 6= c.
Proof. Let n ≥ 5 and r = n− 2. Assume that B = {bt1 , bt2}.
We argue by contradiction. Assume that there exist two vertices as ∈ A and bt1 ∈ B such that as + bt1 = c. For any
vertex al ∈ A \ {as}, by Lemma 2.6, al + as ∈ C . Since (al + as) + bt2 = (as + bt2) + al 6∈ S and as + bt2 6= c = as + bt1 ,
as + bt2 ∈ C ∪ {al}. By Lemma 2.8, as + bt2 ∈ A ∪ B. So as + bt2 = al, but r = n− 2 ≥ 2.
Thus, Lemma 2.14 holds. 
Lemma 2.15. Let n ≥ 5 and n− 2 ≤ r ≤ n− 1. If there exists an edge u0v0 ∈ E(Kn+1 \ E(K1,r)) such that u0 + v0 = c, then
a+ b ∈ C for any edge ab ∈ E(Kn+1 \ E(K1,r)) \{u0v0}.
Proof. Let n ≥ 5 and n− 2 ≤ r ≤ n− 1. Assume that u0 + v0 = c , where u0v0 ∈ E(Kn+1 \ E(K1,r)).
Case 1. r = n− 1.
In this case, we assume that A = {a1, a2, . . . , an−1} and B = {b1}. Since r = n−1 and c is aworking vertex, by Lemma 2.3,
it is only possible that u0 + b1 = c with u0 ∈ A and b1 ∈ B.
Firstly, by Lemma 2.6, a+ b1 ∈ C for any a ∈ C and u0 + al ∈ C for any vertex al ∈ A \ {u0}.
Secondly, by Lemma 2.7, c + b1 ∈ C .
Finally, u0 + al ∈ C for any vertex al ∈ A \ {u0}. By Lemma 2.10, al + am ∈ C for any distinct vertices al, am ∈ A.
Thus, a+ b ∈ C for any edge ab ∈ E(Kn+1 \ E(K1,n−1)) \ {u0b1}.
Case 2. r = n− 2.
In this case, we assume that A = {a1, a2, . . . , an−2} and B = {bt1 , bt2}. Since r = n − 2 and c is a working vertex, by
Lemmas 2.3 and 2.14, bt1 + bt2 = c.
For any vertex al ∈ A and i ∈ {1, 2}, by Lemma 2.4, al+bti ∈ C and thus for any distinct vertices ai, aj ∈ A, by Lemma 2.10,
we get ai + aj ∈ C
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For any vertex al ∈ A and i ∈ {1, 2}, since c+ (al+bti) = (c+bti)+al 6∈ S and c+bti 6= c , c+bti ∈ C ∪{al}. If there exist
two vertices al1 ∈ A and bt1 ∈ B such that c+bt1 = al1 , then c+bt2 ∈ C . Then al1+bt2 = (c+bt1)+bt2 = (c+bt2)+bt1 ∈ S,
but c + bt2 ∈ C . So c + bti ∈ C for i ∈ {1, 2}.
Then a+ b ∈ C for any edge ab ∈ E(Kn+1 \ E(K1,n−1)) \ {bt1bt2}.
Thus, Lemma 2.15 holds. 
Lemma 2.16. Let n ≥ 5 and n− 2 ≤ r ≤ n− 1. If c is a working vertex then ζ (Kn+1 \ E(K1,r)) ≥ 2n− 3.
Proof. Let n ≥ 5 and n−2 ≤ r ≤ n−1. Assume that V (Kn+1 \E(K1,r))\ {c} = {u1, u2, . . . , un} and C0 = C1∪Cn, where c is
the center of the subgraph K1,r , u1 < u2 < · · · < un, C1 = {u1+ui : i = 2, 3, . . . , n} and Cn = {un+uj : j = 1, 2, . . . , n−1}.
Because c is a working vertex, the center c equals to one element of the set C0. By Lemma 2.15, we have obtained at least
2n− 4 isolated vertices which are all members of C0 \ {c}. Thus, ζ (Kn+1 \ E(K1,r)) ≥ 2n− 4 and u1+ u2 < u1+ u3 < · · · <
u1 + un < u2 + un < · · · < un−1 + un.
Now, we only need to prove ζ (Kn+1 \ E(K1,r)) 6= 2n − 4. If not, then ζ (Kn+1 \ E(K1,r)) = 2n − 4. Then C =
{u1 + u2, u1 + u3, . . . , u1 + un, u2 + un, . . . , un−1 + un} \ {c}. Assume that c = utk + ui ∈ C0, where k ∈ {1, 2} and{t1, t2} = {1, n}. Then c + uh ∈ C0, where uh is any neighbor of c .
Case 1. r = n− 1
Assume that c = ut1 + ui, where 1 ≤ i ≤ n and i 6= t1. As |B| = 1, Lemma 2.3. implies one of {ut1 , ui} ∈ B and the other
is in A. By the structure of the graph Kn+1 \ E(K1,r), the vertex c have to be adjacent to the unique vertex of B, which is in the
set {ut1 , ui}.
Subcase 1.1. ut1 is the vertex adjacent to c .
In this subcase, c + ut1 = ut2 + uj, where 1 ≤ j ≤ n and j 6∈ {t1, t2}. Then ut1 = ut2 + uj − c.
If there exists an edge ujuj′ ∈ E(Kn+1 \ E(K1,r)) such that uj + uj′ ∈ Ct1 with 1 ≤ j′ ≤ n, then uj + uj′ is a translate of
ut1 = ut2+uj−c. Thus there is an l, with 1 ≤ l ≤ n and l 6∈ {j, j′, t1} such that uj+uj′ = (ut2+uj−c)+ul, i.e. uj′+c = ut2+ul.
If j′ = t1 then c + uj′ ∈ S. Since ut2 + ul = c + uj′ = c + ut1 = ut2 + uj, l = j, but l 6= j. So j′ 6= t1.
Then c + uj′ 6∈ S, i.e., ut2 + ul 6∈ S. So l = t2.
Thus, there is at most one vertex uj′ ∈ {u1, u2, . . . , un} \ {uj} such that uj + uj′ ∈ Ct1 and denote it by j′, which implies
that uj + uj′ = ut1 + ut2 . Thus, {uj + uj′′ : j′′ 6= j} ⊆ Ct2 . Since |{uj + uj′′ : j′′ 6= j}| = n− 1 = |Ct2 |, {uj + uj′′ : j′′ 6= j} = Ct2 .
Since (ut1 + ut2) is the minimum or the maximum of Ct2 and (uj + uti) (i ∈ {1, 2}) is the minimum or the maximum of{uj + uj′′ : j′′ 6= j}, j ∈ {t1, t2}, but j 6∈ {t1, t2}.
Subcase 1.2. ui is the vertex adjacent to c.
Assume that {uk1 , uk2} = {ut1 , ut2} = {u1, un}.
If there exists l such that 1 ≤ j ≤ n and j 6∈ {k1, i}, that is, c + ui = uk1 + uj, then ui = uk1 + uj − c .
If there exists an edge uiui′ ∈ E(Kn+1 \ E(K1,r)) such that ui + ui′ ∈ Ck1 , where 1 ≤ i′ ≤ n and i′ 6= i, then there exists l
such that 1 ≤ l ≤ n and l 6∈ {i, i′, k1}, i.e., ui + ui′ = uk1 + ul. Since (uk1 + uj − c)+ ui′ = uk1 + ul, c + ul = ui′ + uj. Since
l 6= i, c + ul 6∈ S, i.e., ui′ + uj 6∈ S. So i′ = j.
Thus, there is at most one vertex ui′ ∈ {u1, u2, . . . , un} \ {ui} such that uj + uj′ ∈ Ck1 and just denote it by i′. Thus,{ui + ui′′ : uiui′′ ∈ E(Kn+1 \ E(K1,r)) and i′′ 6= i′} ⊆ Ck2 \ {uk1 + uk2}. Since |{ui + ui′′ : uiui′′ ∈ E(Kn+1 \ E(K1,r)) and
i′′ 6= i′}| = n− 2 = |Ck2 \ {uk1 + uk2}|, {ui + ui′′ : uiui′′ ∈ E(Kn+1 \ E(K1,r)) and i′′ 6= i′} = Ck2 \ {uk1 + uk2}. There are now
four cases.
(1) If t1 = 1 and k1 = 1, then k2 = n. Since i 6= t1 = 1 and i′ = j 6= 1, min{ui + ui′′ : uiui′′ ∈ E(Kn+1 \ E(K1,r)) and
i′′ 6= i′} = ui + u1 = min{Cn \ {u1 + un}} = u2 + un, but ui + u1 < u2 + un.
(2) If t1 = n and k1 = 1, then k2 = n. Since i 6= t1 = n and i′ = j 6= k1 = 1, min{ui + ui′′ : uiui′′ ∈ E(Kn+1 \ E(K1,r)) and
i′′ 6= i′} = ui + u1 = min{Cn \ {u1 + un}} = u2 + un, but ui + u1 < u2 + un.
(3) If t1 = 1 and k1 = n, then k2 = 1. Since i 6= t1 = 1 and i′ = j 6= k1 = n, max{ui + ui′′ : uiui′′ ∈ E(Kn+1 \ E(K1,r)) and
i′′ 6= i′} = ui + un = max{Cn \ {u1 + un}} = un + un−1. So i = n − 1. Then min{ui + ui′′ : uiui′′ ∈ E(Kn+1 \ E(K1,r)) and
i′′ 6= i′} = ui + u1 = min{Cn \ {u1 + un}} = u2 + un, but ui + u1 < u2 + un.
(4) If t1 = n and k1 = n, then k2 = 1. Since i 6= t1 = n and i′ = j 6= k1 = n,max{ui + ui′′ : uiui′′ ∈ E(Kn+1 \ E(K1,r)) and
i′′ 6= i′} = ui + un = max{C1 \ {u1 + un}} = u1 + un−1, but ui + un > u1 + un−1.
Case 2. r = n− 2
In this case, we assume that c = ut1 + ui with 1 ≤ i ≤ n and i 6= t1. By Lemmas 2.3 and 2.14, ut1 and ui are adjacent to c.
Then c + ut1 = ut2 + uj, where 1 ≤ j ≤ n and j 6∈ {t1, t2}, that is, ut1 = ut2 + uj − c.
If there exists an edge ujuj′ ∈ E(Kn+1 \ E(K1,r)) such that uj+ uj′ ∈ Ct1 , where 1 ≤ j′ ≤ n and j′ 6∈ {j} ∪ {t1, t2}, then there
exists a vertex ul ∈ {u1, u2, . . . , un} \ {uj, uj′ , ut1} such that uj + uj′ = ut1 + ul = (ut2 + uj − c)+ ul, where 1 ≤ l ≤ n and
l 6∈ {j, j′, t1}, that is, uj′ = ut2 − c + ul ⇐⇒ c + uj′ = ut2 + ul.
Then ut2 + ul = c + uj′ 6∈ S. Since j′ 6∈ {t1, i}, l = t2, that is, c + uj′ = ut1 + ut2 , which implies that c + uj′ = 2ut2 .
From above, {ui + uj′′ : uiuj′′ ∈ E(Kn+1 \ E(K1,r))} ⊆ Ct2 . Since |{ui + uj′′ : ujuj′′ ∈ E(Kn+1 \ E(K1,r))}| = n − 1 = |Ct2 |,{ui + uj′′ : uiuj′′ ∈ E(Kn+1 \ E(K1,r))} = Ct2 . For any uiuj′′ ∈ E(Kn+1 \ E(K1,r)), ui + uj′′ 6= c + ui (Otherwise, uj′′ = c , a
contradiction) and c + ui 6∈ Ct2 . Thus, c + ui ∈ Ct1 .
If there exists a vertex uh ∈ {u1, u2, . . . , un} \ {ui, ut1 , ut2} such that c + ui = ut1 + uh, then ut1 + uh = (ut1 + ui)+ ui,
that is, uh = 2ui. Since c = ut1 + ui and c + ut1 = ut2 + ui, ut2 = 2ut1 . Notice that h 6∈ {i, t1, t2} and i 6∈ {t1, t2}.
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If t1 = 1 and t2 = n, then un = 2u1. So uh = 2ui > 2u1 = un, but uh < un.
If t1 = n and t2 = 1, then u1 = 2un. So uh = 2ui < 2un = u1, but uh > u1.
Thus, Lemma 2.16 holds. 
Lemma 2.17. For n ≥ 5 and 2 ≤ r ≤ n− 1, σ(Kn+1 \ E(K1,r)) ≤ 2n− 3.
Proof. Let V = V (Kn+1 \ E(K1,r)) = {u1, u2, u3, . . . , un} ∪ {c} and C = {ck : k = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 2n − 3} and S =
V (Kn+1 \ E(K1,r)) ∪ C and c is the center of the subgraph K1,r .
Firstly, we consider the labelling of (Kn+1 \ E(K1,r)) ∪ (2n− 3)K1 as follows:
ui = (i− 1)× 10+ 1, i = 1, 2, . . . , n;
c = (n+ r − 2)× 10+ 1;
ck = k× 10+ 2, k = 1, 2, . . . , 2n− 3.
Secondly, let us verify that this is the sum labelling in detail.
(1) The vertices in S are distinct.
(2) For any vertices ui ∈ {u1, u2, u3, . . . , un} and ck ∈ C , since ui + ck ≡ 3(mod10), ui + ck 6∈ S.
(3) For any distinct vertices ci, ck ∈ C , since ci + ck ≡ 4(mod10), ci + ck 6∈ S.
(4) For any vertex ck ∈ C , since c + ck ≡ 3(mod10), ci + ck 6∈ S.
(5) Let 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n. For any distinct vertices ui, uj ∈ {u1, u2, u3, . . . , un}, ui + uj = (i+ j− 2)× 10+ 2 = ci+j−2.
(6) Let 1 ≤ r ≤ n− 1. c + uj = [n+ r + j− 3] × 10+ 2 ∈ S ⇐⇒ 1 ≤ n+ r + j− 3 ≤ 2n− 3⇐⇒ 1 ≤ j ≤ n− r . Then
V (K1,r) \ {c} = {un−r+1, un−r+2, . . . , un}.
So it is a sum labelling of (Kn+1 \ E(K1,r)) ∪ (2n− 3)K1.
Thus, σ(Kn+1 \ E(K1,r)) ≤ 2n− 3. 
Theorem 2.1. For n ≥ 5,
σ(Kn+1 \ E(K1,r)) = ζ (Kn+1 \ E(K1,r)) =
{2n− 2, r = 1;
2n− 3, 2 ≤ r ≤ n− 1;
2n− 4, r = n.
Proof. For 2 ≤ r ≤ n− 1, by Lemmas 2.11, 2.13, 2.16 and 2.17, Theorem 2.1 holds. 
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